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Our Christian Value for the Summer Term 2020 is Hope 

Farewell

Today we said farewell to our Year Six pupils. 
They have all achieved so much and we are incredibly proud of what they 
have accomplished. They have developed so many talents and skills and 

they all have great hopes and aims for the future; we hope they will 
continue with the same positive attitude at their Secondary Schools.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Best wishes and good luck go to: 

Nico Adams, Jamie Adams, Mia Andrews, Daniel Batchelor,                      
James Blacker, Ellie Da Costa, Reuben Dines,                   

Arthur Elden,  Danny Handley, Stanley Harmer,          
Amelia Jackson, Harry Rawlinson, Harry Reeve, 

Rebecca Salmon, Beatrice Scatola, Amelie Sorrell, 
Annabelle Tunmore, Lucy Waddell, Harvey Weaver.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

As well as the children who are leaving, we are saying farewell to many of 
the families.   

As a small school, we are a tight community and as a result we become very 
attached to all of the families which means we are sad to see them leave 

too. 
Take care and look after yourselves. 

Thank you 

As we reach the end of another school year, I want 
to thank you all for the hard work and dedication you 

have put into supporting your children’s learning in these exceptionally 
challenging times. Whether you were able to carry out all of the tasks set by 
your child’s teacher or not, all of the reading, talking, cooking playing games, 
going for walks and being together will have had such positive influences on 

your children. Some of you have, at the same time, had to balance work 
commitments and illness or worse within your families. To say it has been a 

difficult time is an understatement. 
The staff at Ardleigh St. Mary’s is a huge family. They have supported each 

other and gone over and beyond for the children and community that we serve. 
I am extremely proud of everyone involved, particularly over the last few 

months where they have had to get used to new ways of working and staying 
connected. 

On behalf of the Governors and Staff, I would like to thank everyone for their 
support over the year and for making this school a school to be proud of.               

    We would also like to thank the efforts and commitment of our Friends of 
Association, who over the year have organised events to raise substantial 

amounts of money. This is all for the benefit of the children, to enhance their 
experiences and opportunities and the response we receive from our parent 

body is amazing - so thank you.  

We hope everyone has a lovely summer and returns to school relaxed and 
refreshed.       


